SpeechRacer is a revolutionary app which allows a person to practice and focus on their R sound, particularly for drilling. SpeechRacer uses speech audio samples through the internal, or external (optional), microphone and is processed through the app's algorithm showing visual feedback grading sound production of the R sound with easy to understand indicators of Red, Yellow and Green.

**Flashcards**
There are over 300 flashcards, each with images and words which can be turned on or off. Flashcards are able to be randomized and will change difficulty depending on the score.

**Word Lists**
There are 36 lists of R words you can customize including the R in the initial, medial and final positions and the vocalic R.

**Meter**
In-app meter allows you to rate and score words. The different meters have various levels of measured increments.

**Voice Detection**
Voice recognition detects audio samples that are recorded while the “Hold & Speak” button is pressed.

**Review**
Go back and review difficult flashcards that were scored in one of the three categories: red, yellow, or green. Reviewing words can change the word’s score and improve the session’s final score.

**Scoring**
Improve your score until you get green through a percentage based scoring system. You determine what percentage of green yellow, and red you get while practicing your “R” sound.